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MANAGEMENT BOARD REPORT
This last year, as a result of the Corona Virus Pandemic, has been an extraordinary one, affecting the
sport both worldwide and at home. “Lockdown” was imposed by the Government in mid-March and
social distancing and travel restrictions prevented practically all competition and business meetings
from taking place.
In the circumstances, only two Management Board meetings were held, one in January and the other at
the beginning of March following the AGM, with all further Board transactions carried out by email and
telephone. For the foreseeable future, meetings will be held via video conferencing.
I believe that even during two world wars, competition at club level and grassroots was not interrupted
to this extent, and so, the period from March to September of this financial year is unique.
The Indoor season was mainly unaffected, and we saw competition throughout the cross-country
season. Most road events were impacted, but in innovative ways, a number of clubs managed to put on
successful Track and Feld events under guidance from England Athletics without breaching the
lockdown restrictions. All credit to those clubs for their enthusiasm to keep going and to the many
athletes who participated in the competitions provided.
As for this Association in particular, none of our usual promotions took place but I am pleased to say
that we have been able to concentrate our minds and efforts on our Heritage project, the Athletics
Museum (TAM), which, as will be seen in the special report, is progressing well and as swiftly as
possible in the circumstances. We have drafted a Constitution and I anticipate that formal application
will soon be made for TAM to be registered as a charity.
Unfortunately, we had sadly to report that our esteemed friend and former Treasurer, Martin Etchells
passed away, and he will be sorely missed by all who had the privilege to know him.
Mike Welford, who took over as Treasurer at the last AGM is carrying on the good work.
Finally, I must thank the individual authors of our reports such as they are this year, for their effort and
support and thanks also to members of the Board for their patience, understanding and cooperation,
holding fast whilst the pandemic restricts activities. I hope that sometime soon in 2021 we will get back
on track to normalcy, and keep the Association going forward to achieve its objectives.

Walter Nicholls
Chairman

NORTHERN ATHLETICS
President: Ron Needham
Chairman: Tony Wood
Treasurer: Nigel Orr
Secretary: Judith Temperton
Executive Board: Malcolm Fletcher, Steve Gaines, Elaine
Williams, Arwel Williams, Bob Brimage, and Ken Smith
As we all know the majority of 2020 has had the shadow of the pandemic cast over our sport of
athletics which has suffered along with sport and life generally. The year however had started well
without any hint of what was to come.
Our cross country championships took place in January 2020 at the Camp Hill Estate, Bedale, North
Yorkshire. Our affiliated clubs fully endorsed the venue by entering in excellent numbers. Our clubs had
requested, within our consultation with them, that we travel around the North to give each locality
Northern championship events on a regular basis and Bedale was in response to this. Calum Johnson
of Gateshead took the men’s title and Blackburn’s Jess Judd claimed the women’s gold medal.
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The senior indoor championships at Sheffield were a success with eight championships best
performances over two days with Naomi Ogbeta from Trafford AC breaking her own record from 2019
in the triple jump with 13.62m to retain her title and enhance her Olympic ambitions. The Junior
Championships followed which once again proved popular bolstered by an enthusiastic crowd
especially in the u15 girl’s long jump with 36 athletes competing! We would like to thank our volunteer
team of 90 officials and administrators who made this happen and particularly Derek Nicholson our
photo finish technician and expert who retired after many years’ commitment and service to Northern
Athletics.
We hoped to move on to the Wirral for our 12/6 stage road relays but it had to be cancelled and that is
where competition ended for the year, one without track and field championships for the first time since
the last war.
Judith Temperton has been on furlough since that time and our office closed. She will return to work
when there is a realistic prospect of a return to competition. Meanwhile the Board has met regularly to
continually review the possibilities of a return and to express our position on a number of issues that
face the sport and Northern Athletics.
Our financial situation is stable and secure thanks to the affiliation scheme we implemented a few years
ago and we do not need to rely on grants from England Athletics. We have even been able to roll over
the fees that were paid by our clubs in October 2019 so that no further requests will be made to them
until September 2021.
We have made interventions on the issue of cross country licensing and most recently cross country
equalisation where we have strongly disagreed with the decisions made by England Athletics and UKA
respectively. The interference by our governing bodies into the sport of cross country, one that is
currently popular and very successful is not required. It is not welcomed by the majority of those at
grassroots and in particular on the issue of equalisation, where most of the country’s leading women
athletes past and present do not want the position to change either. We hope UKA will now listen and
step back from making controversial decisions which may lead to the possibility of cross country moving
away from the national governing bodies if they persist.
We should emphasise to each other the importance of speaking out and of course criticising if and
when necessary. If not, who will stand up for the grassroots of our sport? We, at Northern Athletics, will
continue to do so on the important issues affecting us all.
This past year of 2020 has sadly seen the passing of Lindsay Dunn, Les Kaye, Alan Mason, Hudson
Stoker, Dr Phil Thomas and Malcolm Yardley and we extend our condolences to their families and
friends.
Tony Wood
Northern Athletics Chairman

MIDLAND COUNTIES ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION
President: Lyn Orbell
Chairman: Stewart Barnes
Brackstone
Treasurer (Acting): Stewart Barnes

Hon. Secretary (Acting): Keith

Since the last Annual General Meeting, the year has been traumatic for the Association, the sport and
the world!
The Midland Counties lost its last two competitions before the end of March 2020 due to the
Government imposed lockdown. We then held two ‘return to competition' events at Nuneaton in
conjunction with the local club. That was something that to a particular effect we had to do to obtain a
reduced competition grant from England Athletics!
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Due to the ever-evolving COVID-19 pandemic, competition after competition fell by the wayside so that
we had no further events during the year.
The MCAA Office closed at the beginning of the first lockdown in March and has remained so since.
Initially, the three staff members were told to stay at home on full pay for two weeks whilst the situation
unravelled. HM Government then implemented the furlough scheme and working from home. The
Association took advantage of the system for two members (Ian CLARKE and Clarancia MEADE) but
increased their pay by an extra 10%. Val DAY remained working full time from home, keeping the
Association work going.
By late June, it became apparent that mass start competition would not be happening for the
foreseeable future. The Management Committee decided it was necessary to make both Ian and
Clarancia, regrettably, redundant. Their employment with the Association was terminated at the end of
July 2020.
Val DAY continued to work from home with her situation being always under review with part-time
furloughing being a realistic alternative. Val will be furloughed, part-time from the middle of February
2021.
The High-Performance Centre's winter Indoor season has also been lost as has the Area Cross
Country Championships.
With the Midland Counties Women's Cross Country League, the Midland Counties Track and Field
League and the Midland Counties Cross Country League all under the Midland Counties umbrella
having their own Annual General Meetings. In January 2021 we held an 'Open' Road Running meeting
where a new Chairman and committee were elected. There will also be an 'Open' meeting to elect a
new committee and Officers on Sunday 7th March. We are moving the Midlands forwards.
We look forward to planning for the outdoor season, which will look like we will have to wait and see!
Stewart Barnes
MCAA Chairman

SOUTH OF ENGLAND ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION LIMITED
President
Chairman

Judy Oakes OBE
Mike Winch

Honorary Secretary Linda Whitehead
Honorary Treasurer Don Turner

I am pleased to present the Annual Report of the activities of SEAA Competition Limited for the year up
to 31 March 2020. SEAA Competition Limited receives limited financial support from England Athletics
to provide a range of championships across all disciplines topped up with support from our parent
company. The company has promoted championships in all disciplines; namely Track and Field both
indoor and outdoor, Cross Country, Road Running Relays and Fell Running. The major concern and
focus for the Board are the need to make our promotions as economical as possible while maintaining
the high standards we set ourselves. A detailed report for each discipline follows:
Track and Field DWG (Chairman Susan Deaves)
The Track and Field Discipline Working Group is responsible for the organisation of the Association’s
Track and Field Championships.
The first event of the Track season was the U20/Senior Championships on 1st/2nd June, this year again
held at Bedford. There was a very welcome change this year, in that this event did not clash with the
County Schools’, as it has in recent years, causing problems with Officials.
It was a good day’s competition in sunny but windy conditions. In some of the field events, the numbers
were extremely disappointing. However, the actual field events did produce some good performances.
Again this year, many of the Under 20 athletes were seeking qualifying marks for the European U20
Championships later in the year which led to some exciting performances. Dominic Ogbechie
(Highgate H) who has been winning Southern titles Indoors this year too, won the high jump and Toni
Ademuwagun (TVH) also jumped the same height - 2.10m Ogbechie is already qualified in this and
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the long jump. On the second day, the swirling wind denied a number of sprinters legitimate times
which was disappointing.
Two other good field events were in the Hammer – the Senior women’s event was won by Katie Head
(NHB) with 60.63 – over 8m (!!) further than the 2nd placed athlete. Both the winner and 2nd in the U20
Men’s hammer threw further than the Senior Men’s winner. Ben Hawkes (Worthing) won in 66.95m,
and Sam Mace (Walton) was second in 61.45m. Max Law (Havering) leapt to the top of the UK
rankings in winning the U20 men’s javelin in 69.57m.
There was also a very exciting Triple Jump in the U20 Womens’ event – won by Mame Sow (Crawley
C) in 12.92m - with Eloise Harvey (DartH) second with 12.87m. They both earned £50 as the record
had stood since 2014.
In the Senior events, after a year’s absence through injury, it was good to see Margaret Adeoye running
well again to just win the 400m in 53.47. The Men’s 400m Hurdles was a very close race with Bailey
Stickings (B&B) coming through late in 52.55 to just pip his Club colleague Joe Fuggle.
We returned to Horspath, Oxford on 6th/7th July for the Combined Events. There was a good entry in
most age groups, but particularly 24 in Senior Men and 27 in U15 Girls. The Senior Men’s event was
very exciting with the winner, Elliot Thompson (E&H) only overtaking Caius Joseph (BMH) in the last
event to win with 6910 to 6827 pts. A large number of guests, some of them athletes preparing for the
Welsh Championships the following week, took the opportunity to compete.
On 24th August, we had planned to hold our 10,000m track Championship within a Herne Hill Open
Meeting at Tooting Bec. However, our event was cancelled as our entries were so small. We have
since decided that it is impractical to stage this event.
Ashford was once again the venue for the Age Groups Championships on 17th/18th August. A couple
of athletes who had won English Schools’ titles earlier in the season were particularly successful in
winning two events: U17 Joel Pascal-Menzie (NEB) won the 100m into a head wind of nearly 2.0m/sec
in 10.93 , and the 200m in 21.80. U15 Reece Earle (TVH) won the 100m in 11.41 against a headwind
of 4.0m/sec, and the 200m in a PB of 22.90.
Other ESAA successful athletes featured throughout the day: Nia Wedderburn-Goodison ((Harrow) won
the U15G 200m in 25.13; Aleeya Sibbons (NEB) won the U17 100 in 12.54; In the U15 Pole Vault Glen
Morris ((E&H) improved his PB to 3.85m which bettered his winning performance at the ESAA of
3.80m.
In the U17M Triple Jump Daniel Falode (Camb H) leapt 15.46 to win by over a metre, also breaking a
record which had stood since 20007, and received a £100 cash prize for so doing.
As usual Sammy Ball (Reading) was busy, winning the U15 jumps double, with 6.19m and 12.90m.
Our second visit to Horspath was on 7th September for the U15/U20 Inter Counties Championships,
which involves all the Counties within the South.
One particularly outstanding performance was from Sam Brereton (Cornwall) who won the U17 High
Jump in a new PB of 2.14m, which failed by just 1cm to break the meeting record of Jason McDade
which had stood since 1998!
Again there was a good U15G Triple Jump result with Amelia Gray (Hants) winning in 11.44m, where
the previous record had been 10.71m.
Essex County were all conquering, winning both the Combined U15 Trophy, and the Combined U20
Trophy. In fact, the only section they did not win was the U20 Men, where they finished 2nd to Surrey.
The Indoor Season, where all our events were at Lee Valley, began in December with our Combined
Events – on 14th/15th December.
These days it is always the U15 Girls who provide the biggest entry and 2019 was no exception – 45;
with 24 U17 Women also entered. The younger men’s age groups were very disappointing. We did
have a number of guests, as usual. This is always an expensive event to stage, but we feel that the
Southern athletes deserve to have their own Championship.
In the U17M Heptathlon, there was only 51 points between the first and second with Oliver Early
(Chelmsford) winning in 4341 pts.
On 11th /12th January we held the Age Groups event, but the U13 entries were very disappointing.
Again, entries from U15/U17 Women were high and outnumbered those from the Men. One of last
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year’s ESAA Champions, Nia Wedderburn-Goodison (Harrow) won her 60m in 7.49, having moved up
an age group to U17.
Our final Championship event was for U20/Seniors on 1st/2nd February with a good entry. In the Senior
Men, it was interesting to see Dwayne Chambers (Belgrave) who is now M40, winning the 60m in 6.73
closely followed by Omar Grant (Harrow) in 6.77. and in the U20 Women, Marcia Sey (B&B) won both
the 60m in 7.47 and the 60m Hurdles in 8.36, this latter success bringing her a cash bonus of £100 as
the previous record had stood since 2006.
Another record, this time from 2008, was broken in the U20 Men Long Jump by Brad Davies-Pughe
with 7.33m, thus earning him a £100 bonus. The third person to win £100 was Sarah Abrams (B&B) in
the Senior Women’s Long Jump with 6.39m, beating the second place by nearly 50cm, and breaking
Yinka Idowu’s 1995 record.
It is very exciting to see some of the long-standing records being broken. Athletes are now aware of
these opportunities for cash prizes, and we have our usual benefactor to thank for their generosity. It
had always been the hope that this would encourage some improvement in performance.
Once again, we also administered the Officials for the London Indoor Games which took place over two
weekends. It is sometimes difficult for people to realise that these are not the highly organised events
which are the Southern Championships, and the atmosphere is somewhat casual despite our excellent
officials.
This is the second season when we have organised Officials for our Championships from within the
office, following recommendations from the TRNG, and generally this has worked well. However, the
number of people withdrawing, sometimes at the last minute, does cause problems. Whilst we
appreciate there are obviously genuine emergencies, this upward trend does cause concern.
Throughout the year, Linda Whitehead and Ella Jolliffe have dealt with all the entries within the office,
and members of the DWG have assisted wherever necessary once entries are closed. We put an extra
pressure on the office and the DWG, because we close entries as late as possible, usually less than a
fortnight before the event.
We are indebted to Linda and Ella for all they do to ensure the smooth running of our Championships,
and to all the Officials who ensure that the high standard we have come to expect in our events is
maintained.
John Gandee
Chairman SEAA Competition Limited

ENGLISH CROSS COUNTRY ASSOCIATION
A season that opened with optimism was just about completed but the future looks hazy and season
2020 – 2021 looks in doubt because of the Corona Virus but that is for next year’s report.
After all the doubt about the Relays taking place, everything went smoothly at Berry Hill Park,
Mansfield. With Mansfield District Council now in charge a lot of doors and gates opened, and the local
Council welcomed the event. However, the weather was uncooperative and for most of the day it rained
making parking difficult on the soft surface but the athletes as usual enjoyed themselves. There were
no records either entries or size of fields but still 1223 teams took part in all the age groups and the
events were fierce with several close finishes.
Again, it was the wet weather that was a problem in the leadup to the National at Wollaton Park,
Nottingham. The continuous rain made the ground exceptionally soft and there were huge puddles in
the planned start area and around the course. Nottingham City Council had decided to organise the
parking this time and declared that certain parts of the Park were to soft for any parking to take place.
There were several emergency meetings held in the week before the Event and there was even talk of
cancellation which would have been a first outside of wartime. Lots of alternatives were discussed and
a few sites outside of the Park were found to park on but directing traffic to these proved difficult
resulting in a long que of traffic.
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On the day there was no rain I am pleased to say, and once again large numbers of athletes tackled the
pools of water, the mud and heavy going throughout and it turned out to be a memorable day. The two
Senior races had large numbers of athletes running in each race. The Senior Men had 1716 finishers
while the Senior Women had 920 and there were over 5000 runners counting all the age groups. Once
again Saucony our sponsors dressed the course magnificently. They have been great sponsors over
the years and continue to support the Association both financially and in kind.
The International programme again took place with trips to Spain and Belgium as well as the Home
Countries International in Scotland. The Senior Women’s team, the Junior Men’s and Junior Women’s
teams are generally near to the strength the Team Managers wish to select. However, when it comes to
the Senior Men’s team Eamonn Martin our Team Managers can never pick the team he wants and
sometimes approaches 10 plus athletes before he can select 4. Indeed, things got so bad with the
Seville fixture that he decided with the Officers backing not to send a team as there were not enough
athletes of the required ability for the race. It just amazes me that talented athletes will not take up
these opportunities.
Once again, I thank all the volunteers and officials that help the Association with its programme. The
season ahead will be testing and with lots of them shielding for various reason the sport will find out if it
can continue during testing times.
Ian Byett
ECCA Honorary Secretary

ENGLISH ROAD RUNNERS ASSOCIATION
Not received.
Bob Brimage

FELL RUNNERS ASSOCIATION
Executive Committee
Job Descriptions for all roles have now been added to the Committee page of the FRA website and
detailed Terms of Reference have been prepared which should help to facilitate recruitment of new
committee members in the future.
Finances
The FRA accounts continue to record we are in good shape financially.
Membership
Membership of the FRA continues to grow at approximately 500 per year with numbers currently
approaching 7,800 and almost 23% being female. It is estimated that around 50% of those who
participate in fell races are not currently members of the FRA.
Access
Access issues, especially in the Peak District, continue to give us cause for concern and we are
working hard with race organisers to provide a link with statutory bodies such as National Trust and
Natural England.
Disciplinary
Cases have numbered five to date and have all involved non-members of the FRA who claimed
ignorance of the Runners’ Rules. In an attempt to communicate better with non-members, we have
circulated A3 posters of Jim Tyson’s excellent cartoons which illustrate the absolute no-no rules of fell
running.
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Championships
The 2019 Championship season drew to a close at the British Hill & Fell Relays hosted by Dark Peak in
the spectacular Derwent Valley. English and British team and individual champions were crowned at
the FRA “Do” hosted by Black Combe Runners.
Juniors
The Junior Championship series was very successful with almost 250 T-shirts and Hoodies being
earned by those who completed 4-6 races. The Junior “Do” was well attended. Rossendale
International Matthew MacKay gave a talk and presented the awards.
Sponsorship
This has continued with Pete Bland Sports and inov-8 supporting the Senior English Championships
and Kong Adventure supporting the Junior English Championships and English Schools.
Fellrunner
Our flagship magazine has entered a new era with changes to the paper used and size and layout
which have received widespread positive feedback. We are currently working hard to get the third and
final 2019 edition out before the end of the year.
International
A feature of this year was the number of athletes submitting requests/showing interest in competing for
International places and strong teams have been selected at both junior and senior level.
Website
Our long-serving webmaster has indicated that the current website is nearing the end of its life and we
are working to agree a new specification before asking a number of providers to quote for the
development of a new website.
Coaching and Training
Navigation, First Aid and Coaching courses have been successful and well-attended.
Race Liaison
We continue to provide help and advice to race organisers and hope to recruit additional RLOs in the
near future to widen the scope of this service.
Nick Harris
Chairman

Wendy Dodds
Company Secretary

RACE WALKING ASSOCIATION
Not received.
Colin Vesty
Race Walkers Association

TUG OF WAR ASSOCIATION
Not received.
Ernie Jones
TOWA
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AAA DEVELOPMENT INITIATIVES & LEGACY
AAA Heritage
As part of AAA Development Initiatives & Legacy, Philip Andrew (Head of Heritage: PA) and Dr Jane
Ainsworth (Research Associate: JLA) continue to work towards the establishment of TAM (The Athletics
Museum). The aim remains that TAM will occupy space in the back straight stand of the Alexander
Stadium in Birmingham, which will host the 2022 Commonwealth Games and this provides an
opportunity to create a centre to celebrate athletics and its heritage (of which AAA is a central part), as
well as bringing new people to the sport.
As identified in last year’s report, research and development has followed three strands:
1.
the requirements for establishing a museum of athletics, through consultation with appropriate
museum and heritage professional associations, including the Association of Independent Museums,
local Museum Development networks and Sporting Heritage.
2.
consultation with athletics communities to canvass support and to identify what each group feels
should be recognised and celebrated about the sport, as well as recording appropriate material for
display. The focus has now moved to identifying what material is available for display in TAM
exhibitions and the presentation of that material.
3.

the history of (W)AAA trophies: their creators, donors and winners.

1. Establishing TAM
Ongoing work can be summarised as administration and research. PA, in conjunction with Walter
Nicholls (Chairman: WN) continues to arrange for TAM’s incorporation by identifying a suitably
experienced solicitor to assist with the application to the Charity Commission (CC) for TAM to be
registered as a Charitable Incorporated Organisation (CIO).
TAM as a CIO would then be a body completely independent from the AAA. This will strengthen
TAM's position as a charity to be successful in future funding bids especially if the AAA were to be a
partner in any bid.
PA also is pursuing opportunities for acquiring space for a physical museum. It is still hoped this will be
on the ground floor of Athletics House at the rebuilt Alexander Stadium,
Considerable work also needs to be done on the museum’s policies with regards to governance,
volunteers, and collections. PA has been attending weekly ‘drop-in’ sessions with West Midlands
Museum Development, an ACE funded agency, to identify appropriate contacts and resources. The
project's resources are stretched and would benefit from the help of more volunteers and the AAA
board are urged to recommend the opportunity to interested colleagues and friends – no experience
necessary!
2. Consultation and Exhibition
The restrictions caused by the Covid-19 pandemic caused the plans for ‘pop-up’ exhibitions, which
were identified in last year’s report, to be adapted. TAM instead turned its attention to digital
opportunities and ‘opened’ virtually on Friday August 7 through its new website:
www.theathleticsmuseum.org.uk
The first exhibition focuses on the ESAA Championships. We have had good feedback from Chris
Cohen and ESAA members, as well as other members of the athletics community, despite the
difficulties posed by lockdown and having no access to ESAA’s physical archive.
We have had 460 visitors to the website Work to include more material, especially interactive content, is
ongoing. The exhibition included huge contributions of research by volunteer John Mackie and of
digital expertise from Nicola Evans at England Athletics. Would it be possible for AAA to acknowledge
this work formally?
Further ‘wings’ of the virtual museum will be added over the coming months, including an area hosting
Dr Trevor James’ Bibliography of Athletics Club Histories. England Athletics have contacted us to
discuss the possibility of working together on the Hall of Fame and further updates on this will follow. In
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order to emphasise the breadth of the museum’s interests, contacts with those involved with the
Scottish and Welsh Halls of Fame have been initiated. Suggestions for future ventures and feedback
from members of the board are very welcome. The possibilities for ‘pop-up’ exhibitions are suspended
until events with spectators are permissible.
Research-based activities will now focus on establishing a directory of athletics heritage material in the
UK, creating an exhibition to commemorate the centenary of the WAAA in 2022, and work towards the
Commonwealth Games in 2022. All activities should include a focus on education and health.
3. Trophies
All the championships trophies remain at Athletics House, with the exception of 6 trophies currently at
Eveque HQ. PA continues to house non-championship trophies. No progress on creating bags and
acquiring boxes for the trophies has been possible during lockdown.
4. Heritage Expenditure
The restrictions on movements in 2020 reduced travelling expenses as most meetings were held by
video conferencing. The budget for the year was £15,000 the expenditure of £11,064
Philip Andrew
Head of Heritage

ATHLETICS FOR THE YOUNG (CHARITY)
We see a continuing strong demand for grants from young athletes during our yearly exercise and are
happy to be able to support so many.
Our expenses are modest and relate solely to the costs in distributing our grants.
The investment performance seems in line with market trends and we continue to be advised by Brewin
& Dolphin. We are confident of continuing the charity’s work in future years but given the current
financial situation at a lower level. Given our lack of income we will eventually run out of funds.
The ‘Just Giving’ account is under review as given the lack of athletics there has been little opportunity
to promote it.
Dave Cropper award for 2020 will be made to Max Burgin of Halifax Harriers and
Keely Hodgkinson of Leigh.
The trustees have continued to meet but with the restrictions in place it has been via zoom.
Alan Barlow
Treasurer / Trustee

STANDARDS SCHEME
The corona virus has, as we all know, virtually put a complete stop to our sport, and as a consequence
there has been virtually no demand for badges. In the twelve months from October 2019 751 badges
were sold – since October 2020 only 75 badges and the prospects for 2021 are not bright for a
resurgence in sales. Also, of the 75 badges sold, 56 were to one club, Blythe R.C.
Our last AGM agreed that the price of badges should rise to £4 each with effect from next April.
Fortunately, we had anticipated the rise in postal charges. The board also agreed that the standards
tables for 2019-20 should remain in force for 2021-22 as the dearth of competition has meant that there
have been too few performances to realistically revise the standards.
Edwin Bellamy
Hon Standards Officer
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